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Details of Visit:

Author: Bradley Hardacre
Location 2: Oxford
Type of Visit: Outcall
Date and Time of Visit: Thu 30 Sep 2010 1600
Duration of Visit: 1
Amount Paid: 110
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Website: http://www.kate4u.co.uk

The Premises:

Outcall at my place.

The Lady:

Kate does not say a great deal about herself on the website but I would guess her at as being late
20?s - early 30?s, about 5? 3?, full figure, very stylish and I was instantly drawn to her. Additionally,
she is great at getting a conversation going, and within a few minutes it was easy to forget that this
was a first meeting.

The Story:

As an inhabitant of the punting desert which is Oxfordshire, any mention of a local SP on PN is of
interest. A while ago, there was a brief mention on one thread of a lady named Kate working in
Oxfordshire who had provided one guy with a massage which he had enjoyed, and although I could
not find any FR?s, I did find a website which fitted the description (she actually works along the M40
corridor, London-Oxford).

Kate?s site is really very discrete, and talks a lot about aromatherapy, but a quick phone call
confirmed that the term ?sensual? does encompass the ?happy bit at the end?, and an appointment
was made without any fuss. The option to include the ?reverse massage? option was also taken up.

The massage progressed in a totally relaxed and uninhibited way, my guest bedroom having found
a new and very satisfying use. I had got the place nice and warm in advance and a K.D.Lang CD
played very quietly in the background (thinking about a red lamp in the porch for next time!). Now,
under these circumstances, the sap rises rapidly and the client becomes very keen to quickly
pursue the more *sensual* aspects of the encounter. However, Kate remained firmly in control of
the pace of events. She was not at all interested in taking short cuts, but she was very considerate
in her response to suitably polite requests of the sort which might make a happy man even more
happy. The decision to go with the reverse massage option was one which proved to be 100% right!
Only the most foolish will deny themselves that pleasure. Kate was generous with her time and is
certainly not a clock-watcher.

Consequently, the massage proved to be a fabulous experience and when the ending came, it was
more than ?happy?; it was quite wonderful! Suffice to say, a follow-up appointment was in my diary
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well before this FR got typed.
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